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Abstra t. Resear h about the semanti s of agent

ommuni ation lan-

guages traditionally sees the opposition between the mentalist and so ial
approa hes. In this paper we adopt a mixed approa h sin e we propose a
logi al framework allowing us to express both the intentional and institutional dimensions of a

ommuni ative a tion. We use this framework

to give a semanti s for some spee h a ts representing ea h of Searle's
ategories ex ept expressives. This semanti s relaxes the

riti ized

on-

straints imposed in FIPA-ACL and also extends this standard with new
spee h a ts and new institutional features to

hara terise them. It has

been implemented in an extension of the Semanti

Add-on for the JADE

agent development platform, and used in an industrial appli ation in the
ontext of automated B2B ex hanges.

1

Introdu tion

Designing e ient Agent Communi ation Languages is an essential issue in
Multi-Agent Systems in order to standardise ex hanges between the agents.
Resear h about the semanti s of agent

ommuni ation languages sees the sub-

s ribers of the so ial approa h [17, 8, 27℄

riti ize mentalist approa hes [24, 15℄

for only grounding on the agents' private mental attitudes. But one

an sim-

ilarly reproa h to so ial approa hes to provide a semanti s only based on the
agents' publi

ommitments, independently of their mental attitudes. Now these

so ial attitudes are mainly des riptive, while mental attitudes allow one to
predi t the agents' behaviour. Moreover mental attitudes allow agents to reason about so ial notions. It is thus essential to

onsider both mental and so ial

attitudes. Some resear hers thus propose a mixed approa h based both on publi

and private aspe ts [18℄. But they do not formalise institutional spee h a ts

like de larations. Now su h spee h a ts are essential in new appli ation elds
involving
ele troni

ommuni ation about norms, roles or powers of agents, for instan e in
ommer e or automated business to business ex hanges.

In this paper we thus want to propose an alternative to the well-known standard of agent

ommuni ation language FIPA-ACL [16℄ through the following

hanges: relaxed feasibility pre onditions to allow a more exible utilisation of

the spee h a ts in various

ontexts; new institutional spee h a ts like de lara-

tions and promises; and an institutional interpretation of spee h a ts
with their

oupled

lassi al intentional interpretation. Therefore we adapt an existing

logi al framework for the formalisation of institutional notions like roles, powers
and norms [10℄. We then formalise in this logi al framework the institutional interpretation of some spe i
of Searle's

ommuni ative a tions, ea h one representing one

ategories of spee h a ts (ex ept expressive ones) [25℄. Our notion

of institution is very large (it is a set of rules and fa ts adopted by a group of
agents, like the rules of a game, or the laws of a

ountry) and

overs formal,

legal institutions as well as informal ones (so ial rules in a group...).
The paper is stru tured as follow. Se tion 2 dis usses some other so ial semanti s of spee h a ts. Se tion 3 briey des ribes the syntax, semanti s and
axiomati s of our logi al framework. The

ore of the paper (Se tion 4) is dedi-

ated to the unied semanti s of spee h a ts. We are then able to

ompare our

semanti s of ACL with some related ones in more details (Se tion 5). Finally we
on lude about the future prospe ts opened by this work (Se tion 6).

2

State of the art

The mentalist approa h

onsists in grounding the semanti s of spee h a ts on

the agents' internal mental attitudes. These are represented by belief, desire and
intention modalities provided by BDI logi s, that are

lassi ally used to formalise

the reasoning of autonomous agents [23, 28℄. This resulted in the design of several
standards of agent

ommuni ation languages like KQML [15℄ or FIPA [16℄, this

latter one grounding on Sadek's rational intera tion theory [24℄.
These approa hes were

riti ised a lot for being only based on private

epts (mental attitudes) instead of publi

veriable notions (like

Therefore some work exist aiming at enri hing BDI logi s with deonti
like obligation [13, 3℄ or with institutional operators like

on-

ommitments).
operators

ount as or institutional

power [21℄, in order to formalise the institutional interpretation of spee h a ts
ex hanged by the agents. In previous work we used su h an extended BDI framework to express the semanti s of spee h a ts with institutional ee ts [11℄ but
we were limited to de larative spee h a ts, and the intentional and institutional
dimensions were quite blended.
Various other work aims at providing an institutional semanti s for spee h
a ts. For example Dignum and Weigand [14℄ propose a logi al framework
bining illo utionary and deonti
ing from

logi

om-

to study and model the norms result-

ommuni ation between agents; however, they only

onsider dire tive

spee h a ts. Boella et al. [1℄ propose a role-based semanti s allowing them to
ombine so ial

ommitments and mental attitudes to express the semanti s of

spee h a ts in the

ontext of persuasion dialogues. A tually they rewrite the

FIPA feasibility pre ondition and rational ee ts of spee h a ts but repla e the
private mental attitudes involved by publi

mental attitudes attributed to the

agents' roles instead of the individual agents. This solves the aw of mentalist
approa hes,

riti ised for grounding on unveriable mental attitudes, but nally

there is no distin t institutional interpretation of spee h a ts, that

ould dier

from one institution to another. In the following subse tions we give some details
about two approa hes: Fornara and Colombetti's approa h based on the notion
of

ommitments, and Lorini et al. 's approa h based on the notion of a

eptan e.

2.1 Fornara and Colombetti: semanti s in terms of so ial
ommitments
As opposed to the mentalist approa h, the so ial one [26, 27, 8℄ assumes that
private mental attitudes are not veriable and thus grounds on the
publi

(thus veriable)

All the

on ept of

ommitments [7℄ to express the semanti s of spee h a ts.

ommitments taken by the agents are stored for possible future referen e.

The semanti s of spee h a ts is expressed only in terms of su h

ommitments.

For example Fornara and Colombetti [17℄ ground on Castelfran hi's notion
of

ommitment [7℄ to dene a library of

ation of spee h a ts into four

ommuni ative a ts. From the

ategories (assertives, dire tives,

de laratives) inspired from Searle's work [25℄, they redene for ea h
the semanti s of its spee h a ts in terms of so ial
library, they provide a

lassi-

ommissives and
ategory

ommitments. Thanks to this

ommuni ation tool based on so ial

ommitments, alter-

native to the FIPA-ACL standard. This tools allows rational agents to reason
about the underlying rules of

ommuni ation and to respe t them in order for

the system to behave well.
However they are limited to the institutional dimension of spee h a ts and
negle t their relations with the agents' mental attitudes. Yet agents must be
able to reason autonomously about the institution before making their de ision
to perform a given spee h a t. Moreover no spe i
their

institution is expli it in

ommitments, making it impossible to have various

ommitments in various

institutions; therefore it is also impossible for spee h a ts to have dierent ee ts
depending on the institution within whi h they are interpreted. For example the
a tion of nodding one's head is interpreted in the
language as meaning yes, while in the

ontext of Fren h gestural

ontext of Bulgarian gestural language

it is interpreted as meaning no.

2.2 Lorini

et al.

: semanti s in terms of group a eptan e

Lorini et al. [22℄ dene a new semanti s for spee h a ts using Gaudou et al. 's
A

eptan e Logi

[19℄.

AL

is a modal logi

extended with the notion of a -

eptan e, representing what a group of agents willingly a

ept to

onsider as

true (even if some (or all) members of the group believe the opposite) in a given
institutional

ontext (and that they

an refuse in another

ontext). A

inuen e the agents' behaviour and utteran es in this institutional
are represented with the operator

ϕ

[C : x ]ϕ reading agents in group C a

while fun tioning as members of this group in the institutional

eptan es

ontext. They
ept that

ontext

x.

Institutional notions are not primitive but dened from this notion of a

ep-

tan e. Thereby institutional fa ts (fa ts that are only valid in an institutional
ontext, but not obje tively valid) are

onsidered to be equivalent to a group

a

eptan e in all groups of agents while they fun tion in the

tional

ontext. This strong link assumed between a

fa ts may be a parti ular rule of the spe i
tion but

ordinary

The authors then

onsider the spee h a t Promise in the institutional

going to perform a tion

ording to them, if

α for him, and j

intends

i

is obliged to perform a tion

two agents

i

and

j

for

j.

informs

ommitment of

i

α

for

towards

j
j

Moreover the a

and that

j

to perform

j

ontext

that he is

tion for him,

onsequen e of this promise
eptan e by these

while fun tioning as a group in institution

promised to perform a tion
a so ial

α

i

i to perform this a

ounts as a promise at the next instant. The

is that

ommuni ation institu-

annot be generalised to all institutions, parti ularly legal ones.

of Ordinary Communi ation (OC). A
this

onsidered institu-

eptan e and institutional

OC

that

i

has

intends him to do so implies

α

for him. This framework is

interesting but Lorini et al. have only formalised the promise yet. Moreover they
do not seem to make a

lear distin tion between the intentional and institutional

pre onditions to perform a spee h a t.

3

Our logi al framework

We adapt here an existing logi al framework for norms, institutional powers and
roles dened in [10℄. It is a multi-modal logi
intention, obligation, institutional fa ts and

with modal operators of belief,

onsequen es, and a tion.

3.1 Syntax
ACT = {α, β...} be the set
i:α, where i
is the author of a tion α (the agent who performs it). Let AT M = {p, q, ...}
be the set of atomi formulas. Let IN ST = {s, t, ...} be the set of institutions.
Complex formulas are denoted by ϕ, ψ ... The language of our logi is dened by

Let

AGT = {i, j, ...}

be a nite set of agents. Let

of a tions. We suppose that some a tions in ACT are of the form

the following BNF grammar:

ϕ ::= p|¬ϕ|ϕ ∨ ϕ|Bi ϕ|Chi ϕ|Ii ϕ|Ds ϕ|ϕ ⇒s ϕ|O ϕ|before α ϕ|after α ϕ
AT M , α over ACT , i over AGT , and s over IN ST . The
∧, →, ↔, ⊤ (tautology) and ⊥ ( ontradi tion) are
dened from ∨ and ¬ in the usual manner. The operators done α ϕ, happens α ϕ,
P ϕ, F ϕ and power (i, s, ϕ, α, ψ) will be dened as abbreviations.
where

p

ranges over

lassi al boolean

onne tives

3.2 Semanti s and axiomati s
We only give here the informal meanings of our operators. It is su ient to know
that they have a Kripke semanti s in terms of possible worlds. We also give some
useful axioms. This framework is adapted from Demolombe and Louis' logi

of

norms, roles and institutional powers [10℄. But please noti e that a tually, the
details of the semanti s of operators is not important, and any other institutional
logi

would work.

Belief, intention and a tion Bi p
means that agent
standard

i

means that agent i believes that p. Chi p
p to be true. These two normal operators have a
s. Ii p means that agent i intends that p. Its axiomati s

prefers

KD45 axiomati

is that dened for FIPA by Sadek [24℄. In parti ular intention is linked with belief
by the following mix axioms:




introspe tion:
automati

Ii p ↔ Bi Ii p

dropping of a hieved intentions:

Ii p → ¬Bi p

before α
logi

and after α are normal modal operators dened in standard tense
in linear time version [6℄. done α ϕ = ¬before α ¬ϕ means that a tion α has

just been performed, and
that a tion

α

ϕ

was true before.

is about to be performed and

Institutional modalities

happens α ϕ = ¬after α ¬ϕ means
will be true just after.

Finally this framework also provides some spe i

operators to formalise institutional

s

ϕ

on epts. These operators have a parameter

spe ifying the institution within whi h they are valid. Here we

onsider an

institution as a set of institutional fa ts and rules that a group of agents (the
members of this institution) adopt. This is a general view that
for various institutional
the law of a

ountry, a

an a

ount

ontexts, be they formal institutions or informal ones:
ontra t between two parties in a business relationship,

a so ial stru ture, the rules of a game...
An

institutional fa t is a fa

t that is re ognised to be valid in the

ontext of

an make no sense in itself; i.e. it is not a physi ally

a given institution, but that
observable fa t (what Searle

alls a brute fa t) but something written in the

registry of this institution. For example the fa t that two people are married, or
that one is authorised to drive a tru k, is only valid w.r.t. the law of a
all deonti

ountry;

fa t should also be en apsulated in an institutional fa t to make the

institution in whi h they hold expli it. We represent these institutional fa ts
with the operator
that

ϕ

Ds ϕ

meaning that for institution

holds. In parti ular if

understood as this agent's
is a belief, or a

ϕ

it is o ially established

ommitment (either a propositional

ommitment in a tion if

Institutional fa ts

s,

is an agent's mental attitude, then

ϕ

Ds ϕ

an be

ommitment if

ϕ

is an intention).

an be dedu ed from other fa ts thanks to the rules of

the institution. For example the presentation of an invoi e by a provider to his
lient

ounts as an obligation for the

lient to pay it. The existen e of the invoi e

is physi ally observable, while the obligation is only valid in an institutional
ontext. We represent these normative

p ⇒s q , meaning that a

onsequen es with the primitive operator

ording to the norms holding in institution

s, p entails q .

This operator is known in the literature as ount as, and has been rst formalised
by Sergot and Jones [21℄. The following mix axioms expli it the link between
institutional fa ts and normative

onsequen es:

(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → Ds (ϕ → ψ)
(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ → Ds ϕ)

(SD)
(SC)

From these axioms and the properties of

Ds

(see [10, p.8℄ for details) we

an

dedu e:

(ϕ ⇒s ψ) → (ϕ → Ds ψ)
A parti ular

ase of normative

onsequen e

(SP)

on erns the

onsequen es of

the performan e of an o ial pro edure. A tually some agents
power when performing a given pro edure under some

an have the

onditions to

reate new

institutional fa ts. We represent these institutional powers as an abbreviation

power (i, s, cond , α, ϕ) = ((done i:α ⊤ ∧ cond) ⇒s ϕ). Intuitively this means that i
has the power in institution s, by performing a tion α and if ondition cond holds,
to see to it that ϕ be omes o ially true in institution s. For example a mayor
has the power in the law of the Fren h Republi , by performing a de laration,
and on

ondition that the two people agree, to marry them. Obviously these

powers result from the agent's role in the institution, but this is not the fo us
of this paper so we will not remind how roles are formalised in the original
framework (the interested reader

Deonti modalities

We have a modality for impersonal obligation to be:

reads it is obligatory that
Logi

[20℄, that is

an refer to [10℄ for details on this point).

ϕ,

and its axiomati

KD. Obligations

to do

Oϕ

is that of the Standard Deonti

an be expressed as obligations to be in

a state where the obliged a tion has been performed. Obligations are impersonal
sin e no agent is expli itly responsible for their fullment, but su h an agent
an impli itly appear in their

O done i:α ⊤ means that it is
i has just performed
obligation to perform a tion α.

ontent. For instan e

obligatory (for no one in parti ular) to be in a state where
a tion

α;

this

an be understood as  i has the

Permissions and interdi tion are dened from obligations in a standard way:

P ϕ = ¬O ¬p

means that it is permitted that

is forbidden that

ϕ,

and

F ϕ = O ¬ϕ

means that it

ϕ.

Please noti e that no institution is expli it as a parameter of this obligation
modality. But su h obligations will be en apsulated in institutional fa ts to express the institution in whi h they are valid. For example
institution

4

s,

it is obligatory that

Ds O ϕ

means that in

ϕ.

Semanti s of spee h a ts

4.1 Preliminary remarks
Intentional and institutional dimensions The FIPA-ACL standard [16℄ deintentional dimension to the observation

nes features allowing one to give an
and interpretation of a

ommuni ative a tion: the feasibility pre ondition (the

appropriate mental attitudes to perform the spee h a t) and the rational ee t
(this is a formula

ϕ

intends the re eiver
observer

k

representing the

j

ontent of the speaker i's intention that he

to know; so the performan e of the spee h a t allows any

to dedu e this

orresponding intentional ee t:

Bk Ii Bj Ii ϕ).

Please

noti e that the performan e of the spee h a t does

not automati

ally allow one

to dedu e its rational ee t, but only its intentional ee t, meaning that any
agent

k

believes that the speaker

i

intends the hearer

tention to a hieve the rational ee t
a hieves

ϕ,

ϕ.

j

to re ognize its (i's) in-

However, nothing ensures that

i

indeed

his spee h a t may fail, for example the hearer may not obey an

order, or may not believe an assertion. Thus the rational ee t
du ed under some

an only be de-

onstraining hypotheses su h as the sin erity and

hypotheses used in FIPA.
In a similar way, we want to provide here the
the observation and interpretation of a

ompeten e

institutional dimension of

ommuni ative a tion relative to one or

several institutions. This institutional interpretation is

omposed of the following

features:





a permission

ondition that is ne essary and su ient for the speaker to be

allowed to perform this spee h a t;
a power

ondition that also needs to be true for the spee h a t to have an

institutional ee t;
an expli it institutional ee t that is obtained when the spee h a t is performed while permission and power
We will thus be able to

of

onditions were true.

ombine the intentional and institutional dimensions

ommuni ative a tions (formalised as spee h a ts [25℄), both essential to fully

hara terise their interpretation. Lorini et al. have also investigated su h a unied approa h but they have only formalised the interpretation of a promise in
the

ontext of ordinary

ommuni ation; we aim at being mu h more generi .

In parti ular we formalise one spee h a t from ea h of Searle's

ategories of

illo utionary for es, ex ept the expressive one.
A tually we have relaxed some of the (widely

riti ised) strong

imposed by FIPA-ACL semanti s on the appropriate
spee h a ts. Instead of imposing these

onstraints

ontext of performan e of

onditions as strong

onstraints, we have

moved them into the permission pre onditions of the spee h a t. The agents
are thus physi ally able to disobey these

onstraints, but it is forbidden by the

intera tion norms, and they may in ur san tions for su h violations.

Notations






In the sequel we use the following abbreviations:

FP = feasibility pre onditions
RE = rational ee t
PermC = (institutional) permission
PowC = power

ondition

ondition

EE = institutional expli it ee t
Spee h a ts are a tions of the form

AGT

is the speaker,

ontext,

Force(sp, ad , inst , content ) where sp ∈
inst ∈ IN ST is the institutional

is the addressee,

content is the propositional ontent and an be any formula of our lanF orce ∈ {inf orm, promise, command, declare} is the illo utionary

guage, and
for e.

ad ∈ AGT

A tion laws

We now explain how the intentional and institutional dimensions

of a tions intera t by providing the a tion laws governing the performan e of
spee h a ts.
We noti e that

FP

P ermC

is a fa tual exe utability pre ondition, while

is an ideal one. But even ideal worlds are submitted to physi al world laws,

i.e.

P ermC

is not su ient for the a tion to be exe utable,

FP

also has to be

true. For example a mayor has the permission to marry people by making a
de laration, but the de laration must be exe utable; thus if he is voi eless one
day, he will be unable to marry anyone.
We thus have the following exe utability laws. The fa tual exe utability law
(F ELα ) means that an a tion happens i its feasibility pre ondition is true and
the agent

hooses to perform it. The ideal exe utability law (IELα ) means that

ideally, an a tion should happen i it is permitted and feasible.

happens α ⊤ ↔ (FP (α) ∧ Chi happens i:α ⊤)

(F ELα )

O (happens α ⊤ → PermC (α))

(IELα )

We also have the following ee t laws. The rational ee t law (RELα ) means
that if the power pre ondition of an a tion is false, then only its rational ee t
an be dedu ed after its performan e. The power ee t law (P ELα ) means that
if the power
ee ts

ondition of an a tion is true, then both its rational and institutional

an be dedu ed after its performan e.

¬PowC (α) → after α RE (α)

(RELα )

PowC (α) → after α RE (α) ∧ EE (α)

(P ELα )

From these laws we

an dedu e the following theorems

exe utability and ee ts of

α

larifying the fa tual

depending on the dierent

feasibility and power pre onditions. If

FP (α)

is false then

ombinations of its

α

is not exe utable.

¬FP (α) → after α ⊥
If

FP (α)

is true but

PowC (α)

is false,

α

is about to happen after whi h its

rational ee t will be true.

(FP (α) ∧ ¬PowC (α)) → (happens α ⊤ ∧ after α RE (α))
Finally if both

FP (α)

and

PowC (α)

are true,

α

is about to happen after

whi h both its rational and institutional ee ts will be true.

(FP (α) ∧ PowC (α)) → (happens α ⊤ ∧ after α (RE (α) ∧ EE (α)))

4.2 Assertives: inform
The assertive spee h a t Inform

ommits the speaker to the truth of a proposi-

tion. The notation inform(i, j , s, ϕ) reads agent

ϕ

is true.

i informs j

in institution

s

that

Intentional interpretation

As we said before we have relaxed FIPA

on-

straints on the exe utability of spee h a ts. We thus impose no feasibility preondition here.

F P (inform(i, j , s, ϕ)) = ⊤
The rational ee t (the
the re eiver

j

ontent of the speaker

to know) is that

j

i's

intention that he intends

ϕ

believes the promised proposition

to be true:

RE(inform(i, j , s, ϕ)) = Bj ϕ

Institutional interpretation

The permission pre ondition to inform

ϕ

onstraints removed from the fa tual feasibility

in institution

s

in ludes the

j

that

pre onditions: the speaker should not believe that the hearer already knows if

ϕ,

and he should not be already

ommitted on

¬ϕ

in the same institution.

PermC (inform(i, j , s, ϕ)) = ¬Ds Bi Bifj ϕ ∧ ¬Ds Bi ¬ϕ
Now the institutional ee t of Inform is to retra t possible opposite
ments

ontra ted before and to assert a new

if agent

i

was previously

to inform anyone that

ϕ),

ommitted on

¬ϕ

ommitment on

ϕ.

ommit-

Indeed, even

(and therefore was not permitted

he may violate that obligation. But these two

om-

mitments are in onsistent so the previous one must be retra ted while asserting
the new

ontradi tory one. Though one

mitment was true when

i

an still dete t that the opposite

the rules of the institution. A tually due to the seriality of

Ds Bi ϕ → ¬Ds Bi ¬ϕ.

om-

performed the a tion and that he has thus violated

Ds

we have that

So the expli it institutional ee t of inform is the new

ommitment:

EE (inform(i, j , s, ϕ)) = Ds Bi ϕ
This ee t is always obtained and does not depend on parti ular powers of

i,

so the power

ondition is trivial.

PowC (inform(i, j , s, ϕ)) = ⊤

Example
his

For example in the

atalogue to a

this

lient, this

ontext of B2B ex hanges, if a provider sends
ounts as information about the pri es given in

atalogue. As an ee t of this a tion, the provider is thus

these pri es during the validity of his
onstituted by the

ontra t between the provider and the

that we have a spe i
takes the form

atalogue. In the spe i

rule forbidding to

ontradi t one's

Ds O (Ds Bi p → after α Ds Bi p),

ommitted to
institution

s

lient, we assume

ommitments, whi h

for every spee h a t

a,

where

p

is

the proposition denoting that the pri e is 100. This means that in institution

s,

it is obligatory that if an agent

i

is

ommitted to believe that the pri e

of an item is 100, then after any spee h a t he is still
other words it is forbidden to retra t this
this we

an dedu e that the provider is obliged to respe t the given pri es,

Ds O (Ds Bi p → after Inf orm(i,j,s,¬p) ⊥) (it is obligatory that if i is ommitted
p, then the a tion of informing any agent j that ¬p is not feasible).

i.e.
to

ommitted to this (in

ommitment by any spee h a t). From

4.3 Commissives: promise to
This

ommissive spee h a t

ommits the speaker on a

notation promise-to(i, j , s, α) reads  i promises to
a tion

j

ourse of a tion. The

in institution

s

to perform

α.

Intentional interpretation

We begin with spe ifying the intentional dimen-

sion of this spee h a t, that is not given in FIPA-ACL. A promise-to is feasible
if the speaker believes that the hearer intends him to perform the

3

a tion . For example it makes no sense that a

on erned

hild promises to his father to

play, while it makes sense to promise him to make his s hoolwork. So:

F P (promise-to(i, j , s, α)) = Bi Ij done α ⊤
The rational ee t pursued by the speaker is that the hearer be aware of his
intention to perform the promised a tion:

RE(promise-to(i, j , s, α)) = Bj Ii done i:α ⊤

Institutional interpretation
perform an a tion

In an institutional

α is permitted on

s, this promise to
i:α is not expli itly

ontext

ondition that the a tion

forbidden itself. So the permission pre ondition is the following:

PermC (promise-to(i, j , s, α)) = ¬Ds O ¬happens i:α ⊤
onsists in ratifying in institution s the speaker's
α; so after promise-to(i, j , s, α) the speaker has stored
intention to perform α, whi h is similar to him being

The institutional ee t
intention to perform a tion
in the registry of
ommitted in

s

s

its

to this

ourse of a tion.

EE (promise-to(i, j , s, α)) = Ds Ii done i:α ⊤
This is thus similar to the inform(i, j , s, ϕ) spee h a t ex ept that a promise
stores a

ommitment in a tion while an inform stores a propositional

ommit-

ment.
There is no power pre ondition, so the institutional ee t of a promise is
always rea hed.

PowC (promise-to(i, j , s, α)) = ⊤

Example

A

lient

c

promises to pay his provider

have been delivered. The a tion to pay is denoted by
in the
noted

ontext of a B2B ex hange

b2b

p on
αpay

e the ordered goods
This promise is valid

ontra t, that is a parti ular institution de-

here. So this promise is formalised as:

promise(c, p, b2b, αpay ).

This

promise is permitted sin e obviously the promised a tion to pay is not forbidden:

¬Db2b O ¬happens αpay ⊤. So when the

allows to dedu e his

lient re eives the delivery, his promise

ommitment (ratied intention) to pay:

Db2b Ic done c:αpay ⊤,

that is the institutional ee t of this spee h a t.

3

Please noti e that threats su h as I promise that I will kill you
as promises in the sense of Searle.

annot be

onsidered

4.4 Dire tives: ommand
This dire tive spee h a t is an attempt from the speaker to make the hearer
perform some a tion. The notation

j

in institution

s,

in virtue of

command (i, j , s, α, cond ) reads  i
cond, to perform a tion α.

orders to

ondition

Intentional interpretation

A

ording to the FIPA-ACL semanti s, a request

is feasible only if the speaker does not believe the hearer to already intend to
perform the

ommanded a tion, and does believe that the part of the feasibility

pre onditions of the

ommanded a tion that

on erns him (i.e. that are his

α is an a tion of agent
FPi (α) ∧ FP6=i (α) where the former is  i's part of
to FIPA-ACL notation FP (α)[i\j], that is the part of FP (α)
that are mental attitudes of agent i). But we do not impose this onstraint on
the feasibility of α as a feasibility pre ondition of the ommand, but rather as a

mental attitudes) are valid. Here we

j then FP (α) is
FP (α) (similar

onsider that when

of the form

permission pre ondition. So:

FP (command (i, j , s, α, cond )) = ⊤
The rational ee t of a

i

i

ommand (i.e. the ee t that

intends to a hieve) is that

j

has performed the

intends

j

to believe that

ommanded a tion:

RE (command (i, j , s, α, cond )) = done j :α ⊤

Institutional interpretation

The permission pre ondition to

ommand some-

one to perform an a tion is to be empowered to do so, i.e. to dispose of the
institutional power to
by

reate the obligation to perform the

ommanding it, and to validate the

attribute

cond

tion is the

ommanded a tion

ondition of this power, that is an expli it

of this dire tive spee h a t. An additional permission pre ondi-

onstraint

oming from FIPA feasibility pre ondition that we relaxed,

that is that th part of the feasibility pre onditions of
(one should not

α

that depends on

i

hold

ommand someone to perform an a tion whose pre onditions

are made false by his own mental attitudes).

PermC (command (i, j , s, α, cond )) =
cond ∧ power (i, s, cond , command (i, j , s, α, cond ), O done j :α ⊤) ∧ FPi (α)
The expli it institutional ee t of this power is to
fa ts,
of

j 's

α,

and the re ording
ould exist before,

and in this

ase the

ommand

reated from s rat h by the
for

j

reate two new institutional

knowledge of his obligation. A tually this obligation

orresponding to the obligation for

to perform

orresponds to a noti ation; but it

an also be

ommand (see the examples in the next paragraph

lari ation).

EE (command (i, j , s, α, cond )) = Ds O done j :α ⊤ ∧ Ds Bj O done j :α ⊤

Example
In this

For example a parent

an

ommand his

hildren to

ase, the a tion be omes obligatory through the

the parent's authority over his son (that is the
larly a professor

lean his room.

ommand, be ause of

ondition of his power). Simi-

ommanding his students to make some s hoolwork

reates the

obligation for them to do so, on the strength of his role of professor.
But an order does not ne essarily

reate an obligation, and may just put in

fo us an existing one. For example a baili
un ooperative

an be sent to o ially

lient to pay an invoi e. In this

(and is attested by the invoi e) so the baili only reminds the
permitted to perform su h a

ommand an

ase the obligation already exists

4

lient of it . He is

ommand in virtue of his role of baili and be ause

he is sent by the provider.

4.5 De laratives: de lare
This de larative spee h a t

hanges the institutional reality by

reating a new

declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ) reads  i de lares to j in
ondition cond, the fa t ϕ is now established. The

institutional fa t. The notation
institution

s

that given

ondition usually bears upon the speaker's role that empowers him to perform
su h a de laration.

Intentional interpretation

This intentional interpretation is partly inspired

from the intentional interpretation of an

inform(i, j , s, Ds ϕ). The feasibility pre-

ondition of a de laration is that the speaker does not believe the de lared fa t
to be already established (indeed a de laration must

reate a

new

institutional

fa t). The rational ee t (i.e. the intended ee t) is the same as an inform about

Ds ϕ,

i.e. to make the hearer aware of this information. So:

FP (declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ)) = ¬Bi Ds ϕ
RE (declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ)) = Bj Ds ϕ

Institutional interpretation

The

permission

pre ondition

to

perform

declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ) is that i really has the power to establish the de
fa t ϕ by de laring it under the announ ed onditions cond. This power
ally granted by ea h spe i

lared
is lo-

institution to some agents depending on their role.

For example the Fren h republi

grants the mayors the right to pronoun e two

people husband and wife, under the

ondition that they both

onsent to it. Thus

an ordinary agent who is not mayor does not have this power, so that he is not
allowed to pronoun e marriages.

PermC (declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ)) =
power (i, s, cond , declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ), ϕ)
4

A tually this seems to be a noti ation rather than a
make the

ommand, but the aim is to

lient behave, while the aim of a noti ation is only to make the re eiver

o ially aware of what is notied. In further work we expe t to study into more
details the links between de larations,

ommands and noti ations.

The expli it ee t of a de laration is to store the de lared fa t in the institution, as well as the fa t that the hearer is o ially aware of this fa t.

EE (declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ)) = Ds ϕ ∧ Ds Bj Ds ϕ
This expli it ee t is only obtained under the additional

ondition that

cond

is valid:

PowC (declare(i, j , s, cond , ϕ)) = cond

Example

For example a

ountry

an de lare war to another one, by the voi e

of its representative that is empowered to do so, and under some
like the agreement of some

onditions

ounsellors. A mayor is empowered by its

to pronoun e weddings under some

ountry

onditions that the people are of age and

onsenting.
Citizens have to de lare their in ome to the publi

treasury in order to

al-

ulate the amount of tax that they will pay. This is a de laration sin e the ee t
is a new institutional fa t o ially establishing one's de lared in ome as being
believed by him. Any
a

itizen is empowered to do so. Moreover the law imposes

onstraint on the generated

ommitment, that is an obligation to believe this

in ome to be true. Thereby if the de lared in ome was false the

itizen is liable

for prose ution and san tions.

4.6 Example of reasoning with our a tion laws
ontext of a B2B ex hange (in institution b2b)
b and a seller s. The seller intends potential lients to know the
produ ts, e.g. Is Bb p. With our relaxed feasibility pre ondition, he

This example is situated in the
between a buyer
pri es of his

an use an assertive spee h a t whatever the

ontext. Though if the buyer has

already been informed of the pri es before (Db2b Bs Bb p), the seller is not permitted to inform him again. Thus if he informs him anyway, a
violates an obligation. This

ording to

IELα

an be dete ted by other agents, and spe i

of the institution may spe ify san tions to
pre-spe ied san tions, an agent

ompensate this. Being aware of su h

an deliberately

if the intended out ome (here, that

he

rules

hoose to violate an obligation

lients be aware of the seller's oer) is more

important than the in urred san tion. This shows the importan e of having both
intentional and institutional semanti s of spee h a ts, to allow agents to reason
about the relative importan e of their goals and their obligations, in order to
make an appropriate de ision.

5

Detailed omparison with other work

In this se tion we

ompare our semanti s of spee h a ts with those proposed by

Fornara and Colombetti, and by Lorini et al. (that we have presented above).

5.1 Con ept of ommitment
We have shown before that what we mean by

ommitment in this work is a

ratied mental attitude, i.e. a mental attitude (belief or intention) stored in
the institution. This notion is similar to Fornara and Colombetti's
that is also a publi

A tually the debtor is
reditor

i

involving agent
reditor
the

promises to

j,

reditor.

ommitted towards the whole institution, but an impli it

an sometimes be found in the

ample if agent

ommitment

on ept, ex ept that we have not made expli it its

j

ontent

to pay him, he

expressing that

j

ϕ

of the

ommitment. For ex-

ommits himself to a proposition

will be payed at some future instant. The

an sometimes be found in the san tion asso iated with the violation of

ommitment, too; for example the obligation to pay damages to an agent.
Our notion of ratied mental attitude is also similar to Gaudou et al. 's notion

of a

eptan e, be ause it must inuen e the agent's behaviour and utteran es.

Indeed, the agent's ratied mental attitudes are mental attitudes that he has
expressed, that are stored in the institution, and to whi h he must
while subsequently a ting and speaking, even if they are not

onform

onsistent with his

real mental attitudes. For example an agent who promises that he has seen a
given movie must then be able to talk about it in order to be

onsistent with his

promise; if he is unable to narrate the end of the movie one

an noti e that he

is

ontradi ting his

ommitment.

5.2 Notion of institution
By institution we mean a set of rules and fa ts that are adopted by a group of
agents (the members of the institution). This seems to be a more generi
than Lorini et al. 's

on ept of informal institution, sin e it a

parti ular kind of institutions but also for various other ones: laws of a
rules of a game,

notion

ounts for this

ontra t between businesses, so ial norms of a

ountry,

ulture... In

parti ular it allows to have institutional rules that are ignored by the members
of the institution, what is the

ase for law for example, sin e one

of the whole set of laws of his

ountry, while he is one of its

annot be aware

itizens. Fornara and

Colombetti do not make expli it the institutional

ontext in whi h their spee h

a ts are interpreted, so we believe that they also

onsider a kind of ordinary

ommuni ation institutional

ontext.

In our view informal institutions are des ribed by a spe i
rules, determining their spe i
must a

set of fa ts and

fun tioning. In parti ular the fa t that all agents

ept a fa t for it to be ome institutional is a parti ular institutional law.

In other kinds of institutions, fa ts must be adopted by a majority of members
(voting to

reate a law or to ele t the president for example), or the opinion

of one single member

an su e (the referee is always right). Thus we

adopt su h an hypothesis in our a
the generi

ount. Indeed on the

interpretation of spee h a ts in any institution

ontrary we

s.

annot
onsider

More spe i

rules

an be additionally spe ied in ea h parti ular interpretation, but the obje t of
this paper is to identify for ea h

ategory of spee h a ts the features that are

ommon to their institutional interpretations whatever the institutional

ontext.

6

Con lusion

In this work we have provided an expressive logi al framework blending the
agents' mental attitudes (beliefs, intentions) with their so ial attitudes (obligations, institutional fa ts and powers...). To illustrate its expressivity, please
noti e that our framework allows to represent some forms of

ontrary-to-duty

obligations-to-do. Su h obligations take the form:

O after α ⊥ → after α O done repairα ⊤
where

repairα

is the

ontrary-to-duty obligation asso iated to the violation of

the obligation to refrain from doing
perform

α,

then after

α

α.

This means that if it is forbidden to

it is obligatory to perform a repairing a tion

repairα .

We have then used this framework to provide a semanti s for an agent
muni ation language based on FIPA-ACL but relaxing its widely
onstraining feasibility
way, agents

an

om-

riti ised too

onditions, and adding permission pre onditions. This

hoose to perform forbidden spee h a ts but would then be

liable to san tions in the

orresponding institution. Our ACL semanti s also

in ludes new spee h a ts ( ommissives and de laratives). It generalises existing
approa hes by unifying the intentional and institutional dimensions in one single
framework, while strongly distinguishing them; moreover it allows to
various kinds of institutional
dimensions into a

onsider

ontexts; nally it provides a tion laws taking both

ount.

In future work we intend to improve the institutional and intentional semanti s of spee h a ts by a

ounting for deadlines. Various resear hers [4, 12, 9℄

have shown that an important feature of obligations to perform an a tion is the
deadline before whi h this a tion must be performed, that is essential to be able
to assess the violation or fulllment of su h obligations. Though for the sake of
simpli ity we have omitted deadlines in this paper. An idea to manage them in
future work

ould be to use existing formalisations of norms with deadlines, or

to ground on linear temporal logi

with until and sin e operators [5℄.

Finally we would like to mention that our framework for the institutional
interpretation of spee h a ts has been su

essfully implemented into institutional

agents that have been used in a prototype of industrial appli ation: a multi-agent
mediation platform for automated business to business ex hanges [2℄.
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